With Mr. Gerard O’Donovan
President of International Institute of Coaching
When: Nov 13, 2012, 10:00 am
Where: Sofia, hotel Renaissance, pl Vazrazhdane 2

10:00 – Registration and morning coffee
10:30 – Morning training
13:00 – lunch break
14:00 – Afternoon training, part 1
15:30 – coffee break
15:45 - Afternoon training, part 2
17:00 – END
Note: any changes to this agenda will be posted on http://introductiontocoaching.europe-ce.net

THIS JAM-PACKED SEMINAR INCLUDES:
•

Techniques to build your coaching business

•

Insights to generate new clients and build profits

•

Help designing a highly lucrative business plan

•

Support to craft a powerful elevator speech

•

The secrets of highly effective networking

•

What not to do when marketing your business

•

Special business-building tools and products

•

How to create a “success” mindset

•

Master class advice on image and first impressions

•

Understand how others perceive you and your message, and where to ‘tweak’ both for better
results

At the end of this seminar, you’ll come away with:
•
•
•

A complete list of essential tools to get started immediately…and specific knowledge to use these tools
for maximum effectiveness
A thorough understanding of effective communication…and an immediate plan of action
Specifically how to catapult your earnings skyward, as far as you wish to go!

Gerard O’Donovan’s Three Simple Steps to Success, and how to use them in your coaching business to
achieve stunning results!
Only Seminar Attendees Will Be Granted Access to The Following Master-Level Education:
Step Inside Gerard’s Personal Vault of Business Success Secrets to Learn the “Mechanics of Wealth”
Does this sound like you? “I desperately want to build my coaching business. But how? I wish someone could
take me by the hand and show me what to do…show me how to transform my business…”
Guess what? You got here just in time. That’s exactly what the Business Building Day is all about.

Gerard will walk you through his proven process, in an easy-to-understand, step by step method,
explaining:
•

Exactly how to generate leads (It’s not what you think!)

•

Exactly how to build a huge database of interested prospects (They’re looking for YOUR products and
services NOW!)

You’ll also receive two brand new, hot off the press, complimentary DVDs:
1) Outrageous Marketing Skills,
and
2) The 7 Qualities of Super Achievers,
valued at £12.99 each.

p.s. In case you’re wondering if this rare opportunity is really right for you…
If you are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hungry for new clients!
Anxious about achieving greater success!
Dreaming of bigger profits!
Eager to enjoy an explosion of recognition and respect!
Ready for a newfound sense of satisfaction!
Pumped up about transforming your business and your life…

…this is the only business development seminar you should consider.
http://www.noble-manhattan.com/building_business.php#

